The PATH Concept Home Omaha

At the June 6 ribbon cutting (left to right):
Builder Fernando Pages-Ruiz, HUD Regional Director
Macie Houston, HUD Assistant Secretary Darlene
Williams, Omaha Mayor Mike Fahey, and Architect
Mark Bombaugh

To see a home truly on the cutting
edge – a home that includes
sustainable technologies, superior
environmental design, and the
flexibility to grow with the family it
shelters – where would you go?
HOW ABOUT YOUR OWN BACK YARD?
The Concept Home—recently completed at
2503 Parker Street in Omaha—is a product

of the Partnership for Advancing Technology
in Housing (PATH), a program of the U.S.
Department of Housing and Development.
PATH spent two years designing the Concept
Home, consulting consumers, builders,
manufacturers, and architects to determine
exactly what the ideal home would be. PATH’s
research concluded that the ideal home is
affordable, sustainable, and flexible. It is built
with little waste; uses efficient, durable materials;
and adapts—yes, adapts—to meet a family’s
changing needs.
WHO’S MOVING: YOU OR THE WALL?
Families change. Full nests, empty nests.
There’s a constant evolution of priorities and
needs. Wouldn’t it be nice if our homes could
evolve, too?
Imagine a home that can easily and affordably
adapt to changing lifestyles. Moving the wall to
make a nursery for a new baby or a first-floor
master bedroom for an older couple is no longer
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As does maintenance. Let’s say you want to
replace or repair the pipes or duct system. No
need to rip through drywall to search for the
problem. All your utilities are located in one
place, and the central wall contains an access
panel that makes these utilities easy to reach.
A SUSTAINABLE HOUSE

Floors in an hour, walls in a day: The Concept Home
was framed with prefabricated floor systems and wall
panels, which greatly speed construction.

a remodeling job of huge proportions.
Builder Fernando Pages-Ruiz tried to anticipate
what homeowners might need to do differently
as they live in their homes, and then make it easy
to do such projects in a weekend, rather than
having to call in a contractor—or even move.
Thanks to the flexibility built into the interior
walls, rooms in the Concept Home can shrink
or grow to match the client’s needs. So a “starter
home” can expand to become a dream home—
or accommodate reduced mobility and other
special needs.
HOW DOES IT WORK?
The utilities in most homes—electrical wires,
plumbing, heating ducts, telephone and data
lines—are buried behind finished interior walls.
If you want to move a wall, you’ll probably
have to move wiring or pipes, which makes the
project difficult and costly.
The PATH Concept Home proposes a different
approach. Partitions are moveable to readily
reconfigure living space, and utilities are
organized in one central location rather than in
a jumbled mess behind every wall. In this way,
interior, non-load-bearing walls can be moved, or
removed, far more easily. Self-powered wireless
switches eliminate the need for wiring. Suddenly,
remodeling enters a whole new realm.

The Concept Home not only flexes, it uses
materials sparingly, cutting building and
environmental costs.
Omaha-based Millard Lumber provided the walls,
floors, and roof trusses. These components were
pre-made in the factory, so building crews lost no
time fitting—and refitting—them. Standardizing
the measurements of major building components
eliminates the guesswork in product selection.
Just like your kid’s building blocks, every
piece fits.
Traditional components also require additional
cutting that generates waste. Lumber is
shipped to the site, and then cut into pieces to
make walls, leaving a small mountain of wood
behind. Environmentally and economically,
it’s enormously wasteful. It’s also expensive,
since the builder has to dispose of that small
mountain. Wouldn’t it be better if standardized
components could be pre-assembled in the
factory and “snapped in” on the job site, without
producing any waste?
When building components are made in the
factory, materials can be precisely engineered,
work can continue in any weather, and building
components stay dry. When the components are
ready, they are shipped to the site and erected
in far less time than any traditional stickbuilt home.
For the homebuyer, that adds up to a lower cost,
higher quality, and more sustainable home—
delivered faster than any other home on the
market. For the builder, it means more homes
built faster at higher quality—and a significant
market edge.

Local builder
Fernando Pages-Ruiz,
president of Brighton
Construction and
author of Building
an Affordable
House, completed
construction of the
first Concept Home
in June—soon to be
followed, PATH hopes,
by Concept Homes
nationwide. The plans
are available to any
builder for free on
the PATH Web site at
www.pathnet.org/
concepthome.
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